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RadioLab
 The ground-breaking basis for  
 your success:

Let there be light!

Walk through this temple! 
Listen and watch, water trickle and birds twitter – in real time of course!

• Virtual reality in real-time
• Physically accurate illumination
• Photo-realistic animation
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Experience the feeling of space:
You walk through a virtual scene that you have 
constructed yourself on the computer! 
Simulate lighting behavior in interior and exterior 
spaces. Modify furnishings, colors and textures in 
real-time. Switch lights on and off, or use sound 
effects.
The RadioLab PYTHA module is especially suit-
able for effective depiction of light and shadow.

Persuade others with your visions!

Lighting engineering
• The radiosity model uses physically
 correct lighting properties.
•  Direct, indirect, adaptive light
•  Direct and indirect shadow calculation
• Shadows for light sources, objects, 
 groups and layers can be excluded
• Associated with switches
• Real time mirrors
• Transparency 

Types of light sources
• Point-, spot-, surface-, object lights
• Arbitrarily shaped objects
• Volume light
• Daylight models (season, time, position,
 cloud intensity)
• LED lights based on textures
• Lightbox

Light properties
• Color (interactive, real time)
• Light intensity (Lumen)
• Radiation direction
• Dimming effect (interactive, real time)
• Eulumdat files and IES-files
• Color filter options (interactive, real time)
• Different lighting conditions in one scene 
• Light reflections

Light pen / smoothing pen
• Draw light or shadows on any object
• Interactive smoothing

Lighting planning
• False-color presentation
• Measurement of luminance and
 brightness (Lux; Candela/sq.m)
• Calculation on work plane
• Isolux lines

Information
• Dimensions
• Description of objects
• Brightness
• Density of light on surface
• Texture information

Textures
• Changes in real time
• Drag’n’Drop
• Rapport (relative, per meter), 
 interactive texture coordinates
•  Zoom, stretch, move, rotate
•  Mirror textures
• Transparency textures (color, 
 alpha channel)
• Video textures
• Light maps with light-, shadow 
 Information (export jpeg, tiff)
• Billboards
• Texture compression 

Material
• Physically correct properties
• Color, diffuse reflection, shininess
• Specular, transparency

Real time shader
• Phong, Fresnel
• Water shader
• Bump-, Gloss Maps
• Glass shader

Tools in real time
• For groups, objects, faces, 
 light sources, cameras
•  Zoom, stretch
•  Move, copy, rotate
• Append, replace, delete parts

Selection
• Attributes, part names, groups, layers
•  About all part attributes
• Room culling

Real time Rendering
• Gouraud-shading
• Radiosity
• Wire frame, shaded lines
• Outlines
• Hand made drawings (pencil sketch,
 comicstyle, watercolors,… - expandable)
• Anti-Aliasing
• Stereo rendering
• Fog
• Clipping
• Rendering styles can be arbitrarily 
 combined

Presentation mode
• Full screen presentation
• Jump to selected camera positions
• Start animation

Fore- and Background
• Color, color gradient, texture
• 3D background
• Animated sky
• Foreground with controllers for
 animations, cameras

Multimedia
• Based on parts
• Start by clicking or at given distance
• Sound-, video files
• Dolby Surround Sound
• Links to websites

Animation
•  Interpolation through various camera
 positions
•  Preview mode with graphic presentation
•  Animated daylight simulation
•  Connect actions with camera path

Camera
• Arbitrary walk trough (with sound)
• Collision detection (with sound)
• Automatic approach to objects 
• Arbitrary number of camera positions
• Camera movement along splines
• Arbitrary aperture
• Rotation about eye point or center
• Trackball control
• Space Mouse support

Actions
• Move parts
• Light switch
• Vanish / appear parts
• Scale parts
• Texture ticker
• Slide show
• Surface changer
• Light show
• Video
• Projector
• Combine actions

Output
• Images in any resolution
• Optional depth of field, stereo pictures,
 alpha mask, Z-Buffer
• Views to scale
• Hand made drawings (stylish rendering)
• Panorama pictures / scenes (automatically)
• Individual images of an animation series
• Animation as film
• VRML-2
• Reports for light planning in HTML (Lux-table,
 Isolux diagram, material-, texture lists)
• Self starting .exe files

Switch lights on one-after-another – and see the results in your scene seconds later. 
Add character to your scene using spotlights. Your presentation becomes the perfect show!

RadioLab Features:RadioLab is capable of conjuring up highly realistic water on 
smooth surfaces. This is achieved automatically, while you inter-
actively control the strength of the wave current, the color, the 
cloudiness, and so on. 

The water moves within the defined parameters while you 
navigate freely through your scene. The objects in the water, as 
well as those outside that are reflected in the water’s surface, 
are distorted as they would be in nature.
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Work the up-to-date way with RadioLab!
• Effectively present high-quality plans
• Plan illumination professionally
• Effectively design interior spaces
• Create animation

Multimedia
In RadioLab you can achieve aston-
ishingly realistic virtual reality: within 
the scene you are touring, you can 
thus simultaneously run movies, 
play object-related sounds (Dolby 
Surround), or experience bubbling 
water. 
This can provide your room with a 
rippling summer meadow outside 
or a television that’s on, a flickering 
display, opening doors and more. 

Various points of view
The observer’s viewpoint within 
a room is simulated by a virtual 
camera. The mouse can be used to 
make the camera pan freely about. 
The possibility also exists to enter 
precise camera settings and to place 
as many cameras as desired within a 
scene.

Camera movement and 
animation
Camera movements are automati-
cally interpolated between selected 
positions and may be supplemented 
with a wide array of actions. Since 
the scene’s lighting conditions are 
thoroughly understood, only a few 
minutes are needed to render a film 
with 
RadioLab 
even where 
complex 
scenes are 
involved – 
significantly 
less time 
as with a 
raytracer.

Presentations 
RadioLab offers various presentation possibilities that allow you to effectively stage your 
plans. Aside from the ability to save images in any resolution, animations can be saved in 
movie formats. Or surprise your customers with an interactive presentation in full-screen 
mode. To do so, simply save your RadioLab project as an executable .exe file, which you 
can send by e-mail or on a CD-ROM. 

and all in 
REAL-TIME...

Presentations  
as realistic 
as reality itself 

Query information
In RadioLab, the rendered scene is intelligent in that it offers you information about the objects 
employed. An information field displays the name of the object, its item number, its price and 
how many are employed in the scene; interval distances can be measured as well. 

Real-time graphics
Once a scene is fully calculated in RadioLab, all illumination properties are available on the PC. 
You can move freely and in real-time and even make changes – without time delay! 
Objects and assemblies can thus be moved, rotated, copied, scaled, stretched, deleted, inserted 
or even replaced by others, and all in a fully rendered image. But that’s not all: changes made 
in an object’s surface properties are also immediately visible. 
The effects of colors and textures in the virtual room can immediately be judged. This quick 
ability to make modifications is just as helpful in allowing you to make decisions as it is when 
consulting with prospective customers.

Real-time shader 
Shaders are powerful tools that offer a significant improvement in the realistic quality of 
illustrations. The integration of shaders makes it possible to realistically represent highly 
complex materials such as glass, water and paint, among others. And with RadioLab, all  
this is naturally accomplished in real-time.  

Light lends character 
The interplay between direct and indirect light-
ing provides a room with its own unique visual 
appearance. Light is as important to the func-
tion of a room as it is to the mood it conveys. 
Selection and configuration of lighting ele-
ments therefore requires special attention dur-
ing planning.  Because RadioLab allows you to 
work with accurate physical values, plans can 
effortlessly be created directly on the computer 
and then immediately checked.

Illumination planning 
Many situations require more than just good 
presentation, particularly where precise lighting 
values are needed to fulfill requirements such 
as those relating to workplace regulations.  
For this, the light distribution from actual light-
ing elements can be simulated in RadioLab 
with the help of physical Eulumdat/IES values. 
A room’s calculated light distribution can then 
be evaluated with the use of such features 
as “Pseudo Color Rendering” and “Working 
plane” calculations.

 

Light sources 
Aside from indirect light, RadioLab offers nu-
merous possibilities for simulating illuminants. 
In addition to point and spot light sources, 
surfaces or bodies of any shape can be defined 
as area light sources in a room. 
Various daylight models are also available, as 
well as texture-based LED illuminants, which 
have been developed especially for light shows 
and event presentations.
Each illuminant can be dimmed separately in 
real-time, and its color can be modified. This 
allows extremely fast adaptation of the illumi-
nation.

NPR -      
Non-photorealistic rendering
RadioLab is not only capable of producing 
photorealistic images – computer images 
that look like hand-drawn sketches or that 
appear hand-colored can also be created 
with the push of a button. But the truly 
amazing thing is that with RadioLab, you 
cannot only render such scenes – you 
can stroll through them in real-time 
as well.  

RadioLab also accurately accounts for indirect lighting 
and displays the distribution of soft shadows typical 
for interior spaces (see above). 

Illumination conditions can be shown in Pseudo 
Color to evaluate the illumination uniformity of 
a room.  

Real-time RadioLab visualization Photo of the completed ship cabin

Non-photorealistic rendering (NPR)
Numerous illustration options are available, including pastels, pencil, marker and ball-
point pen, which can be modified as desired to produce a unique drawing style.


